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Abstract—Mobile broadband communication is experiencing rapid
growth in the following sections: technology, range of services
and marketing target groups. This growth has driven research
and development activities towards advanced high-data-rate wireless
systems, with improved network performance. A typical example of
technology thrust in wireless communications is the use of adaptive
antennas at the transceivers, in association with advanced array signal
processing. Although the mass deployment of adaptive array systems
has not achieved the desired levels yet, there are many examples of
improved cell coverage, link quality and system capacity at several
networks. The performance of a six-beam switched parasitic array,
in terms of carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR) measurement at the
uplink direction, is presented in this paper. The switched parasitic
array is designed with the aid of the method of genetic algorithms and
the simulation results are compared with respect to those obtained
when an omni directional antenna is used instead. The calculated CIR
improvement reveals the superiority of the adaptive system compared
to the conventional one.

1. INTRODUCTION

The implementation of smart antenna techniques, in existing as well
as future wireless systems, is expected to have a strong impact on
efficient spectrum use, cost minimization for establishing new wireless
networks and service quality enhancement. Nevertheless, the successful
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adoption of adaptive systems relies on taking into consideration the
particular technology features at an early stage. Network operators are
obliged to optimize the trade-off between complexity and performance
and respond to the critical question: in which occasions a smart
antenna system has to be deployed? In the mean time, they
have to consider several issues, such as re-configurability to varying
channel propagation, multi-user diversity, as well as the design of a
suitable simulation methodology and the accurate modeling of channel
characteristics, interference and implementation losses [1].

A more efficient and flexible network infrastructure could be built
with the help of smart antennas on condition that sufficient amount of
data traffic is generated by the users. Factors that will increase overall
traffic are mobile penetration and traffic density per-user, which are
both triggered by new enhanced services. Therefore, sufficient network
capacity must be available through higher capacity gain. However, this
extra capacity is more likely to be necessary only in highly dense urban
environments, but even more in technical parks and business centers,
where numerous business users have their work place [2].

Several novel methods have been proposed for beamforming, null
steering and direction-of-arrival finding [6–12], for almost all antenna
types. Even more, there is a constant and intensive development of
adaptive antenna models [13–15]. In addition to the aforementioned
benefits, extended range and gap filling can be dealt with, when
an adaptive antenna is implemented at the base station. The gain
towards user of interest is increased, resulting in a longer reception
range. Furthermore, adaptive antennas are able to reduce or even
mitigate the impact of imperfect power control, since the uplink signals
from different users are better-isolated (near-far problem). The power
radiated from conventional base station antennas, irrespective of the
user of interest location, acts as interference to all other users within
the same area. The result is the degradation of system performance;
namely CIR and Bit-Error-Rate (BER) are decreasing. Moreover,
the introduction of adaptive antennas in the communication system
enables users and base station to operate with much lower transmitted
power, reducing interference levels to all other users within the same
area. In this way, both CIR and BER are improved and frequency
reuse can be tighter, providing extra capacity to the system [3–5].

Switched parasitic arrays, both with linear and planar configura-
tion of their antenna elements, can be implemented for electronic beam
steering. An appropriate N -length (where N denotes the number of
antenna elements) digital codeword, consisting of 1 s and 0 s, is ap-
plied to the antenna feeding circuit. Each digital codeword determines
a unique radiation pattern among 2N −1 possible ones. The 1 s and 0 s
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represent the active and parasitic elements of the array, respectively.
Linear arrays have a symmetrical radiation pattern in the azimuth
plane. On the contrary, planar arrays cover the whole azimuth plane
and therefore offer main beams every (360/q)◦, where q denotes the
number of different main beams [16].

In this paper, the performance of a seven-element switched
parasitic planar array is evaluated in terms of CIR improvement, when
the antenna system is installed at a Base Transceiver Station (BTS),
instead of an omni directional antenna. Several simulations have
been performed for four different types of base stations: macro BTS,
midi BTS, micro BTS and pico BTS. In all simulations, both power
control and no power control cases have been taken into consideration.
The next section analyzes the benefits derived from smart antenna
deployment; Section 3 presents the antenna design method and rules,
while in Section 4 the simulation model is described. Section 5 presents
simulation results and finally Section 6 summarizes the conclusions.

2. MOST SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS FROM SMART
ANTENNA DEPLOYMENT

In the following paragraphs, the most significant benefits from smart
antenna deployment are shortly presented.

2.1. Increased Transmission Data Rates

Traditional cellular systems are constantly trying to meet the
requirements of new demanding services. It is true that in some densely
populated business areas, high-data-rates are required, which cannot
be achieved with a conventional antenna system. As described in [17],
increased processing across the spatial domain seems to be the only
means for fulfilling the above needs and providing the customers with
the appropriate transmission data-rates. Even more, in [3] and [18]
it is clearly stated that the combined use of M -element transmit and
receive arrays offer M -fold improvement in data-rate transmission.

2.2. Increased Coverage Range

In rural areas, not densely populated, radio coverage is far more
important than capacity. As adaptive antennas are more directional
than traditional sector or omni directional antennas, the coverage area
offered to subscribers is enlarged [19]. The increased antenna gain
in dB of a multi-element antenna, compared to the gain of a single-
element antenna, is roughly equal to the total number of antenna
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elements, e.g., a seven-element array can provide an extra gain of
7 dB [3]. In this way BTSs can be installed further apart, leading
to a more cost-efficient deployment. As shown in [18], a ten-element
antenna is capable of doubling the coverage area of a BTS.

2.3. Capacity Increase

The performance of Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) systems
is directly dependent on interfering signals. The presence of
undesired radiation, especially in densely populated areas, is the
main noise source for mobile communications, rendering those systems
interference limited. The CIR affects BER to a larger extent than
Signal-to-thermal Noise Ratio (SNR) and therefore needs to be
carefully monitored and evaluated. Adaptive antenna systems suppress
the interfering signals by minimizing the gain towards their direction,
whereas the gain towards the signal of interest is maximized. In [3], it is
stated that experimental results have reported up to 10 dB increase in
average CIR in urban areas. In TDMA systems, improved CIR allows
for tighter frequency reuse and reduced cell clusters. Simulation results
have shown that a four-element adaptive array permits frequency
reuse at every cell in a three-sector system, for a sevenfold capacity
increase [18].

3. DESIGN OF A SWITCHED PARASITIC ARRAY
USING A GENETIC ALGORITHM

In the following paragraphs the basic design guidelines for the proposed
switched parasitic array are analyzed.

3.1. Switched Parasitic Planar Arrays

The mathematical model for the array factor AF (θ, φ) of an N -dipole
planar array lying in the azimuth plane (N dipoles parallel to the z-
axis, with their centers in the horizontal plane) is given by [16]

AF (θ, φ) =

N
∑

m=1

cme
jkrm sin θ cos(φ−φm) (1)

where:

cm = Im

I1
the relative excitation coefficients, Im stands for the

excitation base current of the m-th element and I1 the excitation
base current of element 1.
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k = 2π
λ , λ being the wavelength.

rm =
√

x2
m + y2

m, (xm, ym) the azimuth coordinates of element m.

φm = arg (xm + jym), the azimuth angle of element m and θ the
elevation angle, being equal to 90◦ for the remainder of this paper.

The radiation pattern in the azimuth plane of a planar array,
whose elements are considered as dipoles of length L, is given by

U (θ = 90◦, φ) = A · |AF (θ = 90◦, φ)|2 (2)

where A is a constant value depending on the radiation pattern of
a single element Uo (θ = 90◦, φ). The elements excitations Im (m =
1 . . . N) are related to the input voltages Vm, with equal amplitudes
but different phase values, by the impedance matrix Z:

V = Z · I (3)

where V and I are the voltage and current vectors, respectively

V = [V1 . . . VN ]
T

(4)

I = [I1 . . . IN ]
T

(5)

Z =











Z11 Z12 . . . Z1N

Z21 Z22 . . . Z2N

· · ·
· · ·

ZN1 ZN2 . . . ZNN











(6)

Through (3)–(6), the terminal voltage of any one element can
be expressed in terms of the currents flowing in the others, mutual
impedance and self impedance:

Vn =
N

∑

m=1

ZnmIm n = 1 . . . N (7)

where

Znm the mutual impedance between elements n, m.

Zmm the self impedance of element m.

The self impedance (referred to at the input base current Ii) of a dipole
of length L, is given by [16]

Zi = −
1

I2
i

L/2
∫

−L/2

Ez (ρ = a, z) I (z) dz (8)
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where

I (z) = Imax sin

[

k

(

L

2
− |z|

)]

(9)

the current distribution

Ez the tangential electric field along the surface of the dipole and
a the dipole radius.

The mutual impedance (referred to at the input base current I1i of
dipole 1), between two parallel dipoles at a distance d, is given by [16]

Z21i =
V21

I1i
= −

1

I1iI2i

L2/2
∫

−L2/2

Ez21 (z) I2 (z) dz (10)

where

V21 the voltage induced in dipole 2 because of the current flowing
in dipole 1.

Ez21 E-field component along the surface of dipole 2 radiated by
dipole 1, which is parallel to dipole 2.

I2 current distribution along dipole 2.

Equations (8) and (10) can be solved and give the self and

mutual impedance as functions of the ratios L
λ , a

λ and L1

λ , L2

λ , d
λ ,

respectively [16]. As far as the input impedance to each active element
of the array is concerned, well-known impedance matching techniques
may be deployed [16].

3.2. Antenna Design with Genetic Algorithm

The use of genetic algorithms for antenna design purposes and
electronic beam steering is a well-known method introduced in the
last decade [20–25]. For the design of the antenna used in this paper,
roulette wheel selection, simple crossover with pcrossover = 0.8 and
binary mutation with pmutation = 0.04 were employed. The objective
was to cover the entire azimuth plane with main beams every 60◦,
having relative side lobe levels lower than −3 dB [26]. The design
was made feasible by selecting the appropriate digital code words,
among the 2N − 1 available, which maximize the objective function
containing the pattern requirements. Each digital codeword implies
which of the antenna elements are fed with voltage (active) and
which are short-circuited (parasitic). Tables 1 and 2 provide the
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directional and geometrical characteristics of the designed 7-dipole
array, respectively [26].

An RF switch is connected to each antenna element. A phase
shifter is also connected to each element, after the RF switch,
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Figure 1. Geometry of the six-beam switched parasitic array [26].

Figure 2a. Normalized radiation patterns (ϕmax = 31.1◦, θmax = 90◦)
of the 7-dipole array [26].
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Figure 2b. Normalized radiation patterns (ϕmax = 89.2◦, θmax = 90◦)
of the 7-dipole array [26].

Figure 2c. Normalized radiation patterns (ϕmax = 148.1◦, θmax = 90◦)
of the 7-dipole array [26].

determining the appropriate voltage phase value δm for each feed
configuration. When the RF switch is “on”, the input voltage is equal
to Vm = A exp(jδm), otherwise the RF switch is “off” and a short
circuit is applied to the antenna element.

Each array dipole has length L = λ/2, radius α = 0.001λ and its
axis parallel to the z-axis, while its feeding point lies in the x-y plane.
Simulations at different frequencies prove that the array described in
Tables 1 and 2 is a narrowband one and its bandwidth is 2.5% of
the carrier frequency [26]. Figure 1 presents the array configuration
in the azimuth plane and Figures 2(a) to 2(f) depict the six possible
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Figure 2d. Normalized radiation patterns (ϕmax = 211.9◦, θmax = 90◦)
of the 7-dipole array [26].

Figure 2e. Normalized radiation patterns (ϕmax = 276.4◦, θmax = 90◦)
of the 7-dipole array [26].

radiation patterns of the considered array in both the azimuth and
elevation plane.

4. SIMULATION MODEL DESCRIPTION

Interference issues are and will remain the most important factors in
telecommunication system performance degradation. The beamform-
ing technique is widely used in cellular mobile communication systems,
in order to optimize the usage of frequency resources [4, 27]. Imple-
menting this technique at the base station, co-channel interference and
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Figure 2f. Normalized radiation patterns (ϕmax = 332.4◦, θmax = 90◦)
of the 7-dipole array [26].

reception of excess multipath fading from undesired directions can be
significantly reduced. As a result, the service quality at both base and
mobile station is improved. The ratio of the desired signal to the to-
tal of received co-channel interference, CIR, is the key parameter that
determines the capacity of the telecommunication system. With beam-
forming, CIR can be optimized and therefore improve system capacity.

The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the main advantages
related to the use of the 7-dipole switched beam antenna array at the
base station, instead of an omni directional antenna. There are several
measures to evaluate the effect of beamforming, mainly depending on
the access scheme. In the present paper, the CIR parameter has been
chosen, as it is common in all access schemes. At this stage, simulation
results are focused only on the uplink direction. A network of nineteen
base stations, equipped with the switched beam antenna array, has
been considered with cluster size equal to three. The radius of the
base station covering area has been selected equal to 30 m for the
picocell case, 100 m for the microcell case, 500 m for the midicell case
and 1–3 Km for the macrocell case. The height of the base stations is
summarized in the following table for each case.

In all the above cases, both power control and no power control
conditions have been applied to the mobile station transmitter. The
latter has been considered to be equipped with an omni directional
antenna. In the no power control condition, the mobile station
transmitted power is equal to the propagation loss from the cell
boundary to the base station. In the power control condition, the
mobile station transmits with power equal to its current propagation
loss enhanced by a power margin. In this paper, the power margin has
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Table 1. Directions of maximum gains, 3 dB beam widths, and relative
side lobe levels for the 7-element array [26].

Digital

codeword

Maximum

gain direction

φmax (◦)

φ−

−3 dB
(◦) φ+

−3 dB
(◦) ∆φ−3 dB (◦)

Relative side

lobe level

S.L.L.(dB)

0110010 31.10 2.03 55.84 53.81 −5.56

0000011 89.18 54.89 114.85 59.96 −12.41

0000001 148.12 109.00 189.49 80.49 −3.32

0101100 211.98 180.71 239.96 59.25 −3.73

1100000 276.42 240.33 310.88 70.55 −8.94

1010000 332.43 305.29 359.16 53.87 −4.14

Table 2. Element coordinates and constant phases for the 7-element
array [26].

Element xm(λ) ym(λ) δm(rad)

1 0.68269 0.29063 0.42339

2 0.87479 0.63954 2.61452

3 0.95015 0.74330 0.35733

4 0.43318 0.29939 4.74985

5 0.10149 0.31746 2.69084

6 0.39505 0.64619 4.41774

7 0.32344 0.60335 5.72366

Table 3. Calculated impedance matrix Z.

42.2i73.112.8i69.037.6i14.736.5i22.59.2i25.023.0i19.332.5i8.7

12.8i69.042.2i73.135.4i2.237.5i16.421.4i20.432.1i9.334.2i5.3

37.6i14.735.4i2.242.2i73.136.7i21.619.0i1.615.4i14.618.7i22.0

36.5i22.537.5i16.436.7i21.642.2i73.12.4i 25.221.8i20.228.3i40.9

9.2i25.021.4i20.419.0i1.62.4i 25.242.2i73.11.0i63.726.7i16.2_
23.0i19.332.1i9.315.4i14.621.8i20.21.0i63.742.2i73.137.4i6.6

32.5i8.734.2i5.318.7i22.028.3i40.926.7i16.237.4i6.642.2i73.1
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Table 4. Base station heights for each cell type.

Base station

height

Picocell

case

Microcell

case

Midicell

case

Microcell

case

5m 10m 20m

0m10m 20m 40m

15m 30m 60m

been chosen equal to 3 dB. For all simulations, except for the macrocell
case, the down tilt of the switched beam antenna array is varying from
0◦ to 30◦.

In the initial stage of the simulation process, the positions of the
base stations and mobile users are calculated. One mobile user per
base station is considered and its position within the covering area
is following a random distribution. In the second simulation step,
distances, azimuth and elevation angles between the mobile users and
the central base station under evaluation are calculated. In the next
stage, the active radiation pattern at the base station under evaluation
is determined. Finally, the received signal level from all mobile users
at the central base station is calculated and therefore the CIR is
determined.

A second set of simulations has also been performed, this time
considering that the switched beam antenna array is used at both base
station and mobile user devices. The main process remains the same,
as previously described, with the exception that the active radiation
pattern has to be determined not only for the central base station but
also for all the mobile users.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

The following Figures 3(a)–3(d) present simulation results, for all
types of cells, in the scenario where the switched parasitic planar
array (SPPA) is implemented only at the base station. It is clear
that, for all base station types, there is a significant improvement in
the CIR, ranging from 4 dB up to 13 dB. It is also obvious that, in
the majority of the simulations, the results with the power control
condition are superior to those without the condition. This is expected,
as mobile users closer to the base stations transmit with lower power
than without the power control condition, thus minimizing interference
to all the other base stations. Another important notice is that down
tilt is a significant factor in the interference mitigation issue, with
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CIR improvement - SPPA at pico BTS with coverage range 30m
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Figure 3a. CIR improvement with the SPPA at picocell base station.

CIR improvement - SPPA at micro BTS with coverage range 100m
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Figure 3b. CIR improvement with the SPPA at microcell base
station.

higher down tilt values further improving the CIR. It is true that
high down tilt values prevent the BTS antenna from receiving signals
outside the designed cell boundary, especially when the elevation plane
is considered. The antenna used in this paper is quite wide in the
elevation plane. An antenna being less wide in this plane could
result in an even better CIR improvement as the antenna reception
would be further restrained within the designed coverage area, limiting
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CIR improvement - SPPA at midi  BTS with coverage range 500m
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Figure 3c. CIR improvement with the SPPA at midicell base station.

CIR improvement - SPPA at macro BTS with coverage  range 1-3 Km
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Figure 3d. CIR improvement with the SPPA at macrocell base
station.

the receiving signals from users outside the BTS’s area. Another
notice that can be made is that increasing the antenna height, CIR
improvement becomes less. With the antenna height increase, the
cell’s offered coverage is enlarged and therefore signals from users of
no interest are received.

Figures 4(a)–4(d) depict simulation results with the SPPA
deployed both at base station and mobile user devices. It is easily
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CIR improvement - SPPA at pico BTS (with coverage range 30m) and MS
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Figure 4a. CIR improvement with the SPPA both at picocell base
station and mobile terminal.

CIR improvement - SPPA at micro BTS (with coverage range 100m) and MS
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Figure 4b. CIR improvement with the SPPA both at microcell base
station and mobile terminal.

noticeable that the implementation of beamforming at both ends of
the communication channel provides a major quality improvement. In
the picocell case without power control, an extra CIR improvement
of approximately 6 dB is achieved. In the same case, but applying
the power control condition, the extra CIR improvement varies from
7 dB–12 dB, providing the communication system with a composite
CIR improvement of 18 dB–20 dB. Similar observations can be made
for the remaining cell type cases.
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CIR improvement - SPPA at midi BTS (with coverage range 500m) and MS
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Figure 4c. CIR improvement with the SPPA both at midicell base
station and mobile terminal.

CIR improvement - SPPA at macro BTS (with coverage range 1-3 Km) and 
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Figure 4d. CIR improvement with the SPPA both at macrocell base
station and mobile terminal.

In this set of simulations, the power or no power control condition
has a more considerable influence, providing an extra CIR gain of 5 dB–
8 dB (compare Figures 4(a)–4(d) with Figures 3(a)–3(d). This is a
reasonable fact, since the decrease in the transmitted power, due to
power control, as well as the orientation of the mobile station antenna,
due to beamforming, minimize the undesired radiation towards the
central base station.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a previously designed [26] seven-element switched
parasitic planar array is proposed, in order to mitigate interference
effects. In the first simulations set, the antenna has been considered
only at the base stations of a cellular system equipped with nineteen
base stations. The results show a significant CIR improvement of
approximately 4 dB–13 dB, especially if power control condition is
applied at the mobile terminals. In the second simulations set,
the antenna has been considered both at base stations and mobile
terminals. The results are even better in the latter case, showing
an improvement of 18 dB–20 dB, when the power control feature is
activated.
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